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In the critically acclaimed Five Men Who Broke My Heart, Manhattan journalist Susan Shapiro

revisited five self-destructive romances. In her hilarious, illuminating new memoir, Lighting Up,

she rejects five self-destructive substances. This difficult quest for clean living starts with

Shapiro’s shocking revelation that, at forty, her lengthiest, most emotionally satisfying

relationship has been with cigarettes.A two-pack-a-day smoker since the age of thirteen,

Susan Shapiro quickly discovers that it’s impossible to be a writer, a nonsmoker, sane, and

slender in the same year. The last time she tried to quit, she gained twenty-three pounds,

couldn’t concentrate on work, and wanted to kill herself and her husband, Aaron, a TV comedy

writer who hates her penchant for puffing away. Yet just as she’s about to choose her vice over

her marriage vows, she stumbles upon a secret weapon.Dr. Winters, “the James Bond of

psychotherapy,” is a brilliant but unorthodox addiction specialist, aformer chain-smoker himself.

Working his weird magic on her psyche, he unravels the roots of her twenty-seven-year

compulsion, the same dangerous dependency that has haunted her doctor father, her

grandfather, and a pair of eccentric aunts from opposite sides of the family, along with Freud

and nearly one in four Americans. Dr. Winters teaches her how to embrace suffering, then

proclaims that her months of panic, depression, insecurity, vulnerability, and wild mood swings

win her the award for “the worst nicotine withdrawal in the history of the world.”Shapiro finally

does kick the habit–while losing weight and finding career and connubial bliss–only to discover

that the second she’s let go of her long-term crutch, she’s already replaced it with another

fixation. After banishing cigarettes, alcohol, dope, gum, and bread from her day-to-day

existence, she conquers all her demons and survives deprivation overload. But relying

religiously on Dr. Winters, she soon realizes that the only obsession she has leftto quit is

him. . . .Never has the battle to stem substance abuse been captured with such wit,

sophisticated insight, and candor. Lighting Up is so compulsively readable, it’s addictive.
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and identifying characteristics of some people portrayed in this book have been changed to

protect privacy.Part OneChapter 1OCTOBER 1996“Aaron wants you to know that he misses

you and can’t live without you,” Dr. Winters said, looking right in my eyes and smiling.I turned to

Aaron, my cute, curly-haired, six-foot-four ex-boyfriend, whom I’d broken up with six weeks

before. His face was expressionless. It felt awkward to be sitting so close to him on the couch

without touching. For three years I’d begged him to accompany me to my therapist, Dr. Goode.

He refused, insisting that emotional insight would destroy his career as a TV comedy

writer.“He’s very happy you could make it here today,” Dr. Winters continued.“Who are you?” I

asked. “Cyrano de Bergerac?”The scene was even more bizarre because, as I’d told Aaron,

our exhausting, turbulent, three-year bicoastal affair was seriously over. He agreed, but begged

me to try one couples’ session with his new psychoanalyst, just for closure. I agreed, just for

closure, but made it very clear that I’d already fallen, head over spiky black high heels, for

another man.“Aaron said you were dating someone new,” Dr. Winters said.I nodded, feeling

claustrophobic. In the past I had only bared my soul to female shrinks. The male head doctors

I’d met were old Jewish guys in gray tweeds who smoked pipes; I could never talk about oral

sex with anybody who resembled my grandfather. I admit I was intrigued when Aaron warned

me, just before we’d walked in, that Dr. Winters was young, unconventional, and wildly

provocative. With an office two blocks away from my West Village one-bedroom, I imagined

angry art therapy, or complicated, cryptic Jungian dream analysis. I wasn’t expecting a short-

haired, clean-cut, smiley WASP, let alone one who looked like the actor Pierce Brosnan. I

pondered how Aaron, the least emotionally adventurous man I’d ever met, had stumbled onto

the James Bond of psychotherapy.“So, when are you getting rid of the other guy?” asked

Winters, still smiling.“The other guy, Joshua, is deeply in love with me,” I said. “What a pleasure

to be with a man who has room for a woman in his life.”“You can’t be serious,” Winters said.“I’m

always serious,” said I.No wonder Aaron called him young. He looked forty-five; they were

probably the same age. Though he was seated, Winters appeared shorter, about six feet tall.

He had a slighter build than Aaron, who was the nerdy Jewish bear type I usually went for.

Aaron and I were dressed the same, in black jeans, sweaters, and leather jackets, rebels

without a cause. Dr. Winters dressed like an adult: navy wool slacks, white shirt, classy red and

blue tie, beige blazer. Was it cashmere? His outfit was calculated, colorless enough to project



anything onto. He could have been a lawyer, book editor, international spy.“Why can’t I be

serious about Joshua?”“Because you’re so happy to be sitting here next to Aaron,” Dr. Winters

said. He was trying to brainwash me.“I’m just here out of morbid fascination,” I said, looking

around his small, dusty office. There was only room enough for the couch, leather chair, French

country desk, and Oriental rug. Too many miniature embroidered pillows for a middle-aged

straight guy. One sensed Dr. Winters was married with kids, a model citizen. But I imagined a

grisly past filled with illicit sex and rage and turmoil.“Just morbid fascination?” He looked hurt.

“Aaron makes it sound like love.”Who did he think he was sweet-talking—a dumb thirteen-year-

old girl? “Look, buddy,” I said, “your patient can’t even commit to living in sin.”“What kind of

inanity has he been feeding you?” Dr. Winters switched to a warm conspiratorial tone, as if he

were now my closest girlfriend, completely on my side. “What did he tell you?”“After three

years, he refused to see me on weekdays. He’d only go out on weekends. So I said, ‘Fine, let’s

go in.’ Then Spider-Man here decides we can’t have dinner—or sex—during the week. Which is

why I found an easier guy who’s not strangling his own dick with this boring fear of intimacy

shit.”Winters looked at Aaron and said, “She does have a point.”Aaron, who hadn’t yet said a

word, sat up tall and finally said: “I like Batman better.”“Because Batman is upper class,” I told

Winters. “And lives in a cave with a cool black sports car.”“No,” Aaron said. “Because Batman is

the only one without superpowers.”The heterosexual men I’d known in the Midwest were sports

freaks. Aaron’s pseudointellectual crowd of East Coast TV comedy writers, whom he’d first met

working at the National Lampoon, got off on deconstructing the myths of superheroes.“The

other heroes all have special powers?” Winters seemed fascinated.Aaron nodded, lowering his

voice, as if he were sharing state secrets. “Spider-Man was bitten by a radioactive spider.

Green Lantern got his power ring from an alien. The Flash got his super speed from a lab

accident.”“Superman left Krypton and landed in a yellow sun system,” said Winters, getting into

the act.“But Batman was just an ordinary guy who studied hard,” Aaron said. “He gave himself

power.”“To avenge his parents’ murder by killing all bad guys in the world,” I threw in.“You’re a

true Freudian?” Winters asked me.“Can you see why I fell for a shrink?” I asked him.“I don’t

think she should be going out with a shrink,” added Aaron.“Your ex-fiancée, Lori, was a shrink,”

I argued. “You went out with her for ten years.” Underneath his black sweater, I could see he’d

worn the light-green Gap T-shirt I’d given him last Hanukkah. He knew I thought he looked

good in light green.“Lori wasn’t a shrink when I met her,” he argued back.“I know. You drove her

to it.”“She was the one who recommended Dr. Winters,” Aaron let slip.“Lori knows him?” This

fifty minutes was getting stranger by the second.“He’s her thesis adviser in the psychology

program at Columbia,” Aaron said.“Lori’s your protégée?” I asked Winters, who shrugged.

“You’re bringing your latest ex-girlfriend to see the mentor of your former fiancée?” I asked

Aaron, who shrugged too.It was so idiotic, it had to be true. Aaron was a procrastinating hermit

incapable of throwing away any book, article, or piece of clothing, but he never lied. I needed a

cigarette. Did Dr. Winters let patients smoke during sessions? At first Dr. Goode had let me

smoke but then she’d banned it, afraid that I was inhaling my hurt instead of expressing it,

getting further away.“What can we do to get you back?” Dr. Winters asked, his smile

mischievous and engaging.“Nothing.” He seemed annoyingly pleased with himself, having too

much fun juggling other people’s lives and hearts and psyches.“What if he stayed over

weekends, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, and he proposed?” Dr. Winters threw out.“Impossible.” I

shook my head. I was almost over the breakup. Trusting either of them was completely out of

the question. “Aaron made it clear that he doesn’t want to live together, get married, or have

children. Which is why we’re broken up.”Dr. Winters looked at him and said, “She thinks you

can’t do it.”“I can do it,” said Aaron. “Just not yet.”“He’s forty-five and never been married,” I said.



“What’s he waiting for—Social Security?”“He could do it faster if you dumped whatshisname,”

Dr. Winters reprimanded.“His name is Joshua, and he’s a great guy.” I left out that Joshua was

long-distance, bipolar, too skinny, and in the middle of an acrimonious divorce and custody

battle for his two kids. “Joshua’s not afraid of marriage,” I taunted. “He got married when he was

twenty-two.”“You’re going out with a MARRIED shrink?” asked Aaron.“He’s getting divorced, but

he’s not afraid to remarry,” I shared. “He already brought it up.”“Joshua mentions marriage after

a few weeks and you’re not running in the other direction?” Dr. Winters asked me.“Is taking ten

years to propose our control group?” I asked him.I was a thirty-five-year-old writer, freelancing

for the best publications in the country, for God sakes, not to mention a popular journalism

teacher. I was not going to sit home, waiting for a man to call. Joshua called twice a day, like

clockwork. I could get my work done. Who needed drama and headaches? I was tired. What

time was it? I’d forgotten my watch, the silver one Aaron gave me in L.A. for my last birthday. I’d

twisted the gift into hopeful metaphors: He was putting me on his time frame. He was giving me

eternity. It wasn’t too late. I was mad at myself for misreading everything.Until Aaron turned to

me and said, “Ten years is too long.”He had curly, lopsided salt-and-pepper hair I missed

running my fingers through. I inched closer, accidentally brushed my arm against his big thigh.

Joshua was shorter and smaller. I didn’t want to pledge my life to a man who had thinner thighs

than I did. He was still married, anyway; his divorce could take years. Did Aaron really make it

sound like love?“She is finished waiting and wants to know when,” Dr. Winters said, opening his

date book and taking a pen from his pocket. “Today’s October sixth. Can we say by

Halloween?”“How about November twenty-second?” Aaron threw out, the negotiation now

between the two of them.“Why the twenty-second?” Winters asked.“The day Kennedy was

shot,” I explained.While Aaron wrote Dr. Winters a check and made another appointment, I sat

in the book-filled waiting room, dying for a cigarette. I inspected the rows of antique clocks on

the wall, all telling different times. I felt disoriented, as if I’d taken a spin in a time machine and

wasn’t sure where I was. There was a brochure on the table. Along with being a psychoanalyst

and Columbia professor, Dr. Daniel Winters was also a certified practitioner in treating

substance abuse and addiction. I’d never thought of myself as an addict, although after a

dozen years with Dr. Goode, I was clearly addicted to therapy.Finally James Bond and Batman

emerged from the inner sanctum. When I said goodbye, Dr. Winters held out his hand and

slipped me his business card, which I put in my pocket.“Winters is an addiction specialist?” I

asked, confused because Aaron wasn’t an addict. I followed him down two flights of creaky

stairs in the prewar building. I pulled my pack of Capri Menthol Lights from my pocket, slipped a

slender white cigarette to my lips, but didn’t light it until we reached the first floor. “I thought he

was a couples’ therapist.”“He sees all kinds of patients, but his specialty is substance abuse,”

Aaron said. “Love is an addiction. We’ll get the love patch.” He opened the door for me. “Want

some coffee?”“Sure,” I said, though neither of us drank coffee. Inhaling and letting smoke out

several times, I felt calmer. I loved cigarettes; I’d been smoking since I was thirteen years old.

Since it was impossible for me to stop, I’d quit trying. “How long have you been seeing

Winters?”“For six weeks,” Aaron said. “He wanted to meet you after our first session but I

wasn’t sure if I was going to like him.”“Do you?” I asked, as we crossed Greenwich

Avenue.“First book I saw on his shelf was The Great Gatsby, the best novel ever written. I

started to reread it. Before every session, I read more. I told Winters that when Gatsby’s dead

in the swimming pool, I’ll be cured.”“What did he say?”“He asked the right question. What page

was I on?”“You talked about me in your first session?” I asked.“Just to tell him what a stupid

bitch you are.”“You’re using present tense?” I stubbed out the cigarette on the sidewalk in front

of my favorite diner, the Village Den.“A beautiful stupid bitch,” he said, leaving out the verb



altogether, as we crawled into a booth in the smoking section.I ordered a large diet soda.

Aaron ordered chicken soup. It was a telling choice, as if today’s level of intimacy had made

him ill; he needed Jewish medicine. He was too quiet. I feared the promise of marriage was a

mirage, that he couldn’t even say the word without Winters as his front man. Then he put his

hand on mine. I took it back to light another cigarette, which I vaguely knew was my self-

medication. Along with the caffeine-laden diet soda I constantly sipped.“I wonder if Winters

helps nicotine addicts.”“I don’t think he discriminates,” he said. “Why? Do you want to quit

smoking?”“No.” I hoped Aaron didn’t think I was willing to stop anything to get back together

with him, ’cause I wasn’t. “I have to go soon,” I said. “I’m on deadline. I need a quote for this

article I’m working on. ‘Ways New Yorkers Kick the Habit.’ I bet he’d be good. He’s funny.”“Ha-

ha funny or hard joke funny?” inquired Aaron.“He’s just witty. You’re gut-wrenchingly hysterical,”

I reassured. “Much funnier than Winters.”Outside my red brick apartment building, Aaron

stopped and kissed me on the cheek. I waited for him to say, “Let’s finish this conversation,” or

“Let’s have dinner later,” but he didn’t. Unsure whether everything or nothing had changed, I

gave him a quick hug but didn’t invite him to come upstairs. Inside I hung up my black leather

jacket and reached for my pack of cigarettes. Dr. Winters’ business card tumbled out of my

pocket. I noticed the note he’d written on the back. His words, in black Flair pen, read: “Listen

slower for quiet love.” A mini shrink haiku. I thought it was sweet and picked up the phone to

call Dr. Winters. Not about Aaron, about my article.He agreed to give me ten minutes on the

phone and answered my questions quickly. He said he had smoked a pack a day for twenty

years himself, and had a rough time quitting. I didn’t believe him; he seemed the type who’d

bum two cigarettes at a bar every other Saturday night. I’d already interviewed an

acupuncturist, a hypnotherapist, a psychopharmacologist, and two SmokEnders leaders who’d

said it was easy to nix nicotine when one was ready. Dr. Winters disagreed with all my other

experts. “When you stop smoking, you’re not going to feel better. You’re going to feel like hell

for a year,” he said. “You can’t successfully treat an addiction without confronting the deep

psychic issues behind it. If you don’t, the addiction returns.”I liked that he’d said “you,” as if he

were talking directly to me. Was he? After twelve years of therapy, I’d found confronting deep

psychic issues to be highly overrated, but the guy could give a quote. His words made a

forceful lead.After my piece ran, Dr. Winters received many calls and subsequent press

mentions. This annoyed Aaron, who said his ex-fiancée, Lori, had recommended Dr. Winters

for HIM, not me, and that in one session, I’d extracted a marriage proposal (which came on

November twenty-second, right on schedule) and turned his new shrink into a media whore.In

my favorite wedding photograph, Aaron was gallantly sparking my long menthol cigarette with

my father’s silver lighter.A week later Claire, my best friend in the universe, with whom I’d chain-

smoked since I was thirteen years old, suddenly quit smoking after two sessions with some

guru doctor in Boston. I felt as if she’d left cigarettes in order to leave me, since I had sort of left

her by tying the knot with Aaron. Not being able to smoke with Claire shook up my life more

than my new nuptials.“I’m not quitting just because you did,” I warned her. I wasn’t ready

yet.“Who asked you to?”“I’m not flying to Boston. I hate Boston.” I felt abandoned and

jealous.“Who said you should go to Boston?” she asked. “Why don’t you call Dr. Winters?”“I’d

have to be a masochist. Why would I pay somebody who’s already telling me I’ll have to feel

like hell for a year?”“Because this is the man who got you married,” said Claire.Chapter

2OCTOBER 6, 200110 A.M.: Woke up and stuck nicotine patch on my arm, determined to

once and for all quit cigarettes. Wrote list of reasons: live seven years longer, please my

husband Aaron, have healthy children, be socially acceptable. Tore up list and made better

one: look younger, have fewer wrinkles, spite enemies. Scratched patch, which itched like hell.



Went out to buy carrots, celery, grapes, ten packs of Juicy Fruit, lollipops, and rice cakes.

Finished it all by 11 A.M., desperately craving cigarette. Went back out though it was pouring

rain. Bought four packages of fat-free Entenmann’s brownies. Tried to work. Instead polished

off brownies and took nap.12:30 P.M.: Woke up feeling ill from brownies and cold caught

walking in rainstorm. Took a Sudafed. Felt better. Felt delirious. Tried to work, but couldn’t

concentrate on anything but wanting to smoke. Read in newspaper that schizophrenics and

manic-depressives in mental hospitals committed suicide when their cigarettes were taken

away. Decided never to have children. Called brother Brian, the trauma surgeon, who’d been

sending X-rays of cancerous lungs, asking him to send 65 more nicotine patches. Took another

Sudafed. Was there a Sudafed group in the city?2 P.M.: Tried to work. Developed bad cough

and sore throat. Read another newspaper, scanning obits for people who died of lung cancer,

happy to see one in his sixties. Took another nap. Dreamed I was stuck in the middle of a tidal

wave and lit up, then felt sad I fell off the wagon. Woke up and found I wasn’t smoking but

wanted to be. Remembered that my friend Irene warned me about weird patch dreams. Called

my cousin Miranda, who said that after she quit, her concentration didn’t come back for a year.

Took one hundred deep breaths. Breathing was overrated. Read touching article on recovery

mission at Ground Zero, noting only that rescue worker in picture was smoking. Felt exhausted

though I had just slept, read, and eaten all day. When it stopped raining, took a walk, counting

that nine stores and bodegas on the block sold cigarettes. Called my friend Roger, who said,

“My neighbor quit in three days on Nicorettes. Try Nicorettes,” though I told him I tried them and

threw up, then went out and smoked two packs to get the taste out of my mouth. Read that

nicotine’s harder to quit than heroin. Took another Sudafed. Thought about smoking. Brian

called back to say don’t even think about smoking with patch on, somebody’s fingers fell off.4

P.M.: Spent twenty minutes on exercise bike. On Oprah: “Mothers Who Want Their Violent Kids

Taken Away” put problem into perspective. Called my sister-in-law Monica, who complained

every time I took out a cigarette for twenty years but now said, “I can’t talk to you when you’re

like this, you’re too intense.” Tried to work but realized it was impossible to be a freelance

writer, nonsmoker, and thin in the same year. Sudafed was losing its bite, e-mailed Aaron to

pick up Comtrex on his way home from work. Negotiated self-destructive behaviors: decided

that taking sleeping pill, smoking a joint, getting drunk, and making myself come was better

than a cigarette and Oreos, though not if done on the same night.5:30 P.M.: Felt depressed

and edgy, sweating and coughing up phlegm. Hand shook while reading another paper, where

tobacco company executives said nicotine wasn’t addictive. Made list of ten seventy-year-old

smokers still alive. Had dinner with Irene, who kicked habit and gained twenty-four pounds in

four months, sure it was the smart choice. Considered heroin. Stopped at Duane Reade to buy

pacifier, pretending it was for my two-year-old niece. Pondered how anyone could expect

morality from people who plastered penis-faced camels all over the country. Bumped into

novelist pal Kathy, who blew smoke in my face while saying, “It’s great that you’re stopping.”

Tried to come up with one famous writer who didn’t smoke or drink.6:30 P.M.: Forced myself to

gym. Did high-impact aerobics, weight machines, sat in steam room, had a Swedish massage.

Walked out of health club, longing for cigarette. Glared at smokers on street, enraged they

looked so beautiful and happy. Added up money saved from not smoking. Spent $100 on

Swedish massage, $46 on way home for seven boxes of fat-free cookies, twenty-seven

cinnamon sticks, and three Lean Cuisines. Snapped rubber band around wrist one hundred

times. My father the oncologist e-mailed, “The patch doesn’t really work,” forgetting that the last

time he quit his thirty-five-year three-pack-a-day habit he gained thirty-five pounds and smoked

a six-inch cigar every night. Decided neurosis was genetic. On stationary bike watched



Saturday Night Live rerun, which quoted tobacco company execs saying that the 400,000

annual smoking-related corpses weren’t really dead. Downstairs neighbor complained bike

made too much noise. Did serenity exercises. Pictured sitting on a tropical beach, where I was

happily smoking.8 P.M.: Ate more celery, fruit, salad. Polished off Oreos. Felt bloated and

constipated, dying for cigarette. Aaron came home with Comtrex and roses to congratulate me

on my first smoke-free day. Burst into tears. “Maybe you want to call Dr. Winters?” he asked.

Screamed, “No! Fuck you!” Unable to sleep all night, wondering why I was perfectly healthy

smoking two packs a day for two and a half decades but got so sick on the day I quit.Chapter

3OCTOBER 2001“I smoked for twenty-seven years,” I said, crossing my legs, a little nervous. It

was easier to be bold and flirty last time, with Aaron to blame everything on. Now, sitting on Dr.

Winters’ light-blue couch, I felt self-conscious and married. “My last cigarette was three weeks

ago.”“I bet you feel like hell,” he said.“No, it’s not as bad this time.”Although five years had

passed, he looked exactly the same. White shirt, brown pants, beige tie—did he always wear a

tie to see patients? No jacket this time. He must have turned fifty, as Aaron had. It annoyed me

how well they both had aged. No bald spots or wrinkles. I’d made the appointment for six P.M.,

but Dr. Winters hadn’t called me in until six-fifteen. Was he running late? I hated people who

were always late; I was always early. I was glad I’d worn my black jeans and tight black sweater.

Had I chosen my high-heeled boots, which I couldn’t walk well in, because they were sexy? I’d

never seen a male shrink alone before. I felt like I was cheating on Aaron with one of his

friends.“I enjoyed that article you wrote, about ways New Yorkers quit cigarettes,” he said.

“Especially when you brought yourself into it, with the oncologist father who smoked. And the

surgeon brother sending pictures of tumorous lungs. Was that true?”Quoting what I had written

was a smart way to disarm me, though I already found Dr. Winters fascinating. He was the only

one who knew exactly why my husband had married me. He had me in the palm of his hand by

the ring on my finger. I bet he was surprised that I’d called to request a solo session.“How’s

married life?” he asked.“Never better.” I feared I looked older.“How’s Aaron?” he asked.“Good.” I

was five years younger and less dour when I’d first met him. Or, I hated to realize, I was much

funnier and more charming with cigarettes. I’d lost my smoke screen. “We moved too; we’re two

blocks from here,” I said.His new office was more modern and three times the size of his old

one. There was mauve carpeting, two small rugs, built-in bookshelves, a whole bunch of

framed diplomas hanging on the wall between two huge plants. I wasn’t a fan of indoor plants—

even the real ones looked fake. But I liked having Dr. Winters close, within walking distance—

just in case of a storm or emergency.“What’s really going on?” he asked.It had been a difficult

year. I’d turned forty and felt afraid of dying for the first time. Then two planes hit the World

Trade Center, two miles away, as if to underscore my fear of how little time could be left. It

wasn’t just me being morbid. All my downtown neighbors and friends were emotionally raw,

drinking, smoking, having “trauma sex.” Claire had gone back to cigarettes again after five

years clean, just as I had quit. I seemed to be having “trauma sobriety.” Broke in the eighties,

happily married during Sex and the City—I was always out of sync.“Why do you have six

diplomas?” I asked. “Undergrad, master’s, Ph.D. What else is there?”“I did postdoctoral work in

substance abuse,” he said.I recalled seeing that in his brochure. “Tell me about your addiction

therapy,” I said. “I’ve tried to quit smoking a hundred times. I’m on the nicotine patch. I never

heard of doing talk therapy sessions just for addictions before. What approach do you use?

The twelve-step method?”“My own approach.”“I minored in psychology in college. Addiction

treatment is usually behavioral, right?” I asked. “Like AA, with the meetings, or SmokEnders,

where you smoke brands you hate and snap your wrist with a rubber band?”He shook his head

no.“Well, what do you call it?” I was a writer, I needed a name for it.“It’s psychodynamically



oriented,” he finally offered.“Why so vague?”“Why do you want to quit?”“Smoking cigarettes is

like killing yourself slowly,” I said. “I think I’ve decided that I want to live.”“Don’t reduce it to

significance.” He was dismissive, bored even.“It’s time to get healthy.”“Why now?” he

asked.“Midlife crisis?” I tried. “I recently turned forty.”“Kind of cliché.”His unflinching stare

bothered me. I looked around the dimly lit room, the shades drawn. The same artwork was

displayed on his walls as last time. I recognized the pretty pink and blue three-tiered collage; I

found it soothing. Just as I was about to miss his antique clocks, all telling different times, I

found them hiding on the bookshelves behind me. Instead of in his waiting room, he’d put them

in his inner office now; he’d wanted them closer.“Aaron hates when I smoke,” I said. “Not that a

spouse can demand you stop doing something self-destructive. Well, maybe heroin. Isn’t

nicotine harder to quit than heroin?”He scrawled in his notebook, then looked at me. “Aaron is

not the reason you came here.”“No, he’s not the reason,” I said. Whenever Aaron told me to

quit, I told him to fuck off and worry about his own bad habits. I’d never had any use for

masculine authority. I adored my husband, father, brothers. Yet I’d never felt that any male had

ever really understood me or penetrated the idiosyncratic inner workings of my brain. Until that

one gonzo therapy session with Dr. Winters, who got me right. Or at least he got me Aaron.“Tell

me what you want,” he said.“The things in life I want most, I can’t get.”This seemed to wake him

up. He jumped in quickly. “What do you want most?”I’d walked in feeling sure that I needed to

quit my fierce twenty-seven-year smoking habit once and for all. I recited my long list of

reasons to myself. I wanted to get healthier, live longer, be a good role model to my students,

overcome my father’s smoking curse, please my husband, have a baby. Instead I shocked

myself by blurting out: “I want to get my book published.”“Is it any good?” he asked.“I think so.

But I can’t find an agent. I might just start sending it to editors myself. I’m known for getting

everyone else’s books published. Five students last term. It’s a perfect paradox.”“What’s

stopping you?” Go deeper, he was demanding.“It feels connected to smoking,” I tossed out. “Or

my not being able to quit smoking. What the hell does psychodynamically oriented

mean?”“What do you think it means?”“Something about how past experiences still motivate

you?” I asked him.“Isn’t it better to have a literary agent send out your book to editors?” he

asked me.“Yes, an agent is better,” I answered. “But the agent I was hoping would represent it,

this woman Lilly West, wants me to make all these changes I’m not sure about.”“Do you think

she’s smart?”“I wouldn’t send my work to an agent I thought was dumb. Lilly’s brilliant,” I said.

“Still, what good is that if she’s not interested?”“She didn’t say she wasn’t interested.”Why did

he seem more curious about my book than my bad habit? “She said make all these changes

that would involve months of editing without a guarantee that she’ll take me on as her client.” I

was warm, I shouldn’t have worn a turtleneck. “Don’t you know the way it works with agents?” I

snapped. “They only want you when you don’t need them.”He glanced at his notebook and

said, “You have to listen to everything Lilly West tells you.”“I’ve had a successful twenty-year

career without an agent.” I resented his tone. “I’m a very self-sufficient person. Everyone in my

family works for themselves. We don’t play well with others.”“You depend on substances, not

people,” he said.Aside from his black leather perch and my blue couch across from him, there

were two empty chairs by his desk. Why so many? Did he do family therapy in here? I thought

of my mother, the compulsively cheerful overfeeder, and my father, the chain-smoking

oncologist. Dr. Winters was right. All the independent souls in my extended sect were obsessed

with either food or cigarettes; that was your choice.“For me, the substance is singular,” I said.

“It’s just the cigarettes.” I didn’t depend on other people because they always disappointed

you.“Really?” He looked skeptical.He was wrong. In my case it was singular. I’d never been a

big drinker—I just had enough wine at dinner or champagne at a party to get me a tiny bit tipsy.



I was too needlephobic to shoot up, too much of a control freak to drop acid. In college I used

speed to cram for finals, and ate magic mushrooms at a few outdoor Bob Dylan concerts, but

I’d never really been addicted to anything but nicotine. Unless he counted junk food. Or

chewing ten packs of Juicy Fruit gum in ten minutes. Or drinking too much caffeine. Or having

hot sex with the wrong men in grad school. Or marijuana, in which case I was in trouble. I’d

been a stoner since junior high, but assumed that toking fell in the “smoking” category.“My

personality can be described by that line, ‘The problem with instant gratification is that it takes

too long,’ ” I quoted Postcards from the Edge.“Exactly,” he said. “You have an inability to delay

gratification or stay with bad feelings. You’ve cut corners for twenty-seven years, never learning

how to cope. You survived by smoking a pack a day.”“Two packs a day,” I admitted. “Is it too

late? What do I do?”“What happened last time you quit?”“I gained twenty-three pounds in three

months, couldn’t write a word, and wanted to kill myself.” I said it quickly, like it was a joke. “I

know everyone says you should only stop one bad habit at a time but . . .”“Of course, you have

to diet too,” he said, as if it was stupid to think otherwise. “But you can’t take away something

you depend on without replacing it.”“What do I replace it with?” I asked.“A program that

involves group meetings or exercise classes or—”I cut him off. “There’s no way I’m going to join

groups or take any classes. I can’t stand groups and I teach four classes a week at NYU and

the New School. I don’t have time to take them.” His advice pissed me off because it was so

generic, as if he were counseling any moron who walked in off the street.“Okay,” he said. “Then

keep using the highest dose of the nicotine patch every day. And keep seeing me.”“How about

once a month?” I suggested.“That’s not enough,” he said.“How much is enough?”“Twice a

week.”“I can’t afford that.” I was a freelance writer and part-time teacher. Did he think I was

made of money? I’d already done a dozen years of therapy with Dr. Goode, who’d had a sliding

scale. She’d danced at my wedding, which seemed the equivalent of graduating with honors.

Then I stopped seeing her. I didn’t have the time or energy to reenroll; I just needed a brief

refresher course to get me off tobacco.“At least once a week for a year, then,” he said.The

thought of fifty-two sessions was overwhelming. I couldn’t afford that either. I felt as if I were on

a second date with a guy who was already clamoring for a commitment. He could be a snake

who wanted my money. He was too good-looking.“And you have to do everything I say.”I

laughed out loud. “You’re kidding?”He shook his head no. He was not kidding.“You mean with

the addiction stuff?”“I mean with everything,” he said.“Is this like giving yourself over to the

higher power in AA?” I asked, needing the words for it. “You’re God now?”He smiled.I had long

ago reconciled being a raging feminist with my rape-me-ravage-me fantasies. Yet feeling this

vulnerable, with him having all the power, now seemed cerebrally sadomasochistic, as if I were

paying him to hurt my mind slowly. I didn’t want to admit it, but there was something exciting

about taking a subservient role for a change.“What happens in a year?” I asked.“You will be an

ex-smoker and your book will get published,” he said.“What if I relapse?”“If you smoke, even

once,” he warned, “your book won’t happen.”That was the most ridiculous lie I’d ever heard in

my life. What an arrogant bastard he was! Or was connecting my book’s publication to staying

on the wagon an ingenious ploy? It was the one temptation he knew I couldn’t resist.“I can’t

afford you,” I told him.“What can you afford?”After the couples’ therapy appointment that led to

Aaron’s proposal, I’d recommended several friends who were still his patients. I’d also provided

him with free press. I decided that Dr. Winters should charge me the same as he’d charged

Aaron in the past. “One twenty-five a session,” I said, calculating that I’d be paying him two

dollars and fifty cents a minute. I couldn’t afford that either, but somehow he’d managed to

make me feel that I couldn’t afford not to try.He nodded.“It’s a deal. I’ll give you a year,” I said.

“I’m ready now, I’m feeling less tense. It’ll be easier this time. I’m happily married. We’ve redone



our apartment, it looks good. You should see . . .”As I was talking, Dr. Winters pulled out one of

his business cards, wrote on the back of it, and handed it to me. It read: “Underlying every

substance problem I have ever seen is a deep depression that feels unbearable.”Chapter

4NOVEMBER 2001“It was instant love, the first second,” I told him. “I was thirteen years old.”I

pulled a black-and-white photograph from my purse and handed the worn picture to Dr.

Winters. It was a tourist shot, taken in Italy, the summer I was thirteen years old. I was wearing

a tight blue halter, denim skirt, and high-heeled sandals, my long chestnut brown hair flowing

behind my shoulders. Standing on the street with my right arm outstretched, it looked like I was

holding up the Leaning Tower of Pisa. The other illusion was how slender I looked. Something

about the odd side angle made my legs appear longer, my breasts bigger, and my waist tiny.

When my mother first saw it, she said I looked like a model in a fashion magazine.He had

started our session twelve minutes late; he was always running late. Though he added the time

to the end of the session, this was not a good pattern. I’d never brought a visual aid into

therapy before. The last month I’d been feeling so old and frumpy. Did I want to prove to him

that I was once young and pretty? He stared closely at the five-by-seven image.“You certainly

don’t look thirteen,” he said, then returned it to me.“Interesting that it’s a trick photograph,” I

said, slipping it back into my purse. “Don’t you think?”“Because you tricked the world into

thinking you were okay?” he asked.“I was okay,” I said. Or had I tricked myself?I described how

I talked my parents into letting me go on the student program in Europe that summer my world

changed. Mostly juniors and seniors had signed up, but the teachers in charge reassured my

folks that I’d get academic credit and enhance my transcript. Luckily my mother, who’d grown

up poor, was living vicariously through her kids, determined to give us everything she’d never

had. She convinced my father this trip was the ticket to get me into a good college. Thus, at

thirteen, I spent three months traipsing around Italy, France, Germany, and England, with

students from all over the world.By day I visited the Louvre, the Tate Museum, the Jeu de

Paume, and studied intensive French, Renaissance history, and romantic poetry. By dark I

ditched my nerdy schoolmates and hit the nightclubs with my new best girlfriends, two bubbly

blond eighteen-year-old party gals from North Carolina. (I told them I was eighteen too.) I’d

sneaked a few of my father’s cigarettes before, but the Southern blondes taught me to blow

smoke rings with their Gauloises and Gitanes, and how to seductively suck smoke from my

mouth to my nose. We sipped sloe gin fizzes with skinny Italian men who said “Ciao bella” and

tried to stick their tongues in my mouth. Preferring French inhaling to French kissing, I didn’t let

them, but I liked how hard they tried.Though still a virgin, I returned to suburban Michigan

twenty pounds thinner, quoting Baudelaire, and swearing in three languages. I started wearing

makeup and perfume with my torn jeans and high heels. At five foot seven and 127 pounds, I

got picked up more than I got carded, but soon I had a stack of fake I.D.s just in case. Since I

couldn’t find foreign brands in West Bloomfield drugstores, I smoked a pack a day of More

Menthol Lights, which were thin, brown, and twice the length of regular cigarettes. They looked

like anorexic cigars.“You had an array of fake I.D.s when you were thirteen?” Dr. Winters was

surprised.“Everyone did,” I said. I was suddenly intrigued with the idea that, at such an early

age, I’d needed so much false identification.I was nervous when Claire’s family visited Michigan

for her brother’s bar mitzvah in the fall of 1974. Our families had been close forever; our

mothers were pregnant four times in a row together. Mr. Lyons, an automobile executive, kept

moving Claire’s clan to different countries in Europe and South America. We’d sent each other

confessional twenty-page letters, presents, and school pictures, but after two years apart I

wasn’t sure that Claire and I would easily reconnect. While our dads and brothers played touch

football on the lawn, our mothers were the cheerleaders and lemonade and cookie servers.



Claire and I sneaked to the man-made beach.“You look great,” I told her. “You’re so thin.”“No,

you’re thin. I’m fat.” Though we’d both grown to the same height, had dark hair, big shoulders

and feet, I noticed her breasts were bigger.“What are you, a C cup already? I’m just a B.” I

pulled my shirt up to show her my bra. She pulled hers up to show me.“What base are you

on?” she asked.“Pinto, an Italian guy I met in Rome, stuck his tongue in my mouth and grabbed

my boobs over my shirt, but I pushed him away,” I admitted. “Does that count?”“Pinto? My guy

in São Paulo was named Paco,” she said.“What if he’s the same guy?” I joked.Sitting down on

the broken picnic table, she pulled out a blue and white box of Rothman cigarettes from her

shirt pocket, a pack of matches hanging off the plastic. I pulled my More Menthol Lights from

my purse.“You smoke cigarettes too? I’m so glad you smoke,” she said as she lit mine and I lit

hers.“Yours are so fancy, what are they, European?” I asked.“Yours are too long, like skinny

black dicks.” She giggled.I cracked up, thrilled that my transformation had miraculously

paralleled changes in Claire. I took it as a sign from God. All the sophisticated, fascinating

people I liked best were smokers.In high school the ritual of smoking fit me perfectly. I’d puff

away while listening to Bob Dylan or Motown music and scrawling really bad poetry into my

black spiral notebook. I fancied myself a beatnik, unaware I was a little late. I bought a cheap

black lighter. Having the pack and black Bic in my denim shirt pocket (copying Claire) made me

confident, as if I were armed and protected. I felt instantly worldly, cooler, happier. When Claire

(my only true friend until now) went back to Brazil, I soon became popular without her. I

secretly attributed it to the cigarettes.Joining a Jewish youth organization called B’nai B’rith, I’d

spend hours at Howard Johnson’s restaurant on Northwest Highway with a gaggle of

girlfriends. We sipped diet soda, chain-smoked, and flirted with Southfield boys for hours. Since

I couldn’t yet drive, every night Arlene, one of the cool older girls in my chapter, would honk her

horn and I’d rush outside, ready to rock and roll, or at least table hop. My mother was as

pleasantly shocked by my newfound popularity as I was. She didn’t like that I smoked, but how

could she stop me when my father smoked too? I appeased my parents by acing advanced

placement classes and the SATs. I soon ordered New York City college catalogs. My father

quoted a line from my new Steely Dan album: “The things that pass for knowledge I can’t

understand.” My brothers joked, “How are you gonna keep ’em down on the farm, after they’ve

seen Paree?”“Just thinking about that summer makes me want to be young and smoke again.

Everything was so much better when I came home,” I told Dr. Winters. “It seemed like the

cigarettes were magic.”“They certainly fixed a lot of problems for you,” he noted.It was as if I’d

prescribed myself appetite suppressants, relaxers, and antidepressants, to be taken between

twenty and forty times a day. Whenever I felt hungry, happy, sad, hyper, or nervous, I lit up and

let the smoke soothe me. No wonder I was so attached to the ritual.“What was it like before you

started smoking?” he asked.“Not so good. I had a rough early adolescence.”“Tell me about it.”“It

was horrible. No friends. I was ugly, fat, alone.”“Describe home.”“I’m stuck in my pink room in a

big white house in the bleak Midwest with three brilliant science-brain brothers I can’t compete

with. My dad is this important handsome medicine man. My mother is a gorgeous, warm,

redheaded fertility goddess. I flunked being her.”“How did you feel?”“Miserable. From another

planet. Claustrophobic, like I was doomed to a life of domestic insanity. I couldn’t wait to get out

of there.”“You have to go back,” he said.“I spent twelve years delving into my past with Dr.

Goode. I talked about it, analyzed it, wrote about it. I’m sick of my childhood,” I said.

“Everyone’s sick of my childhood.”“You were smoking when you underwent therapy,” Dr. Winters

said. “It was like you were wearing armor.”“I miss my armor.” I started to cry. Why had he

chosen mauve carpeting, beige blinds, and blue couches? There was too much stuff in here, it

was too busy. Everything clashed; it was giving me a headache. “I hate being scared and



wimpy like this,” I complained. “I used to be so brave.”As a headstrong, adventurous teen, I

couldn’t wait to prance through Europe. I’d fled to college at sixteen, two years early, and boldly

reinvented myself as a troubleshooting New York City journalist in my twenties. Now, at forty, I

could barely leave my apartment. Instead I sat on the couch with the covers over me, as if I

were recovering from a serious illness. All I could do was teach my classes, read, and scrawl

incoherent lines into my journal in between sobbing jags.“Where has Aaron been?” Dr. Winters

handed me a box of Kleenex.“He’s never around. He’s too busy working twenty hours a day on

two animated TV shows at the same time. Working on one show is time-consuming enough. I

can’t compete with two.”“It’s like he has two mistresses,” Dr. Winters opined. “Let’s call his jobs

Angela and Shirley.”I cracked up. “How about Laverne and Shirley?” Blowing my nose, I kept

the box next to me on the couch. “So he was busy with his harem until two A.M. last night.

When he got home, we had a fight.”“Why?”“Because he showed up with a bunch of those

lollipops I like, even though I told him you said I’m not allowed to have them anymore.”Since

nicotine gum made me nauseous, I’d replaced cigarettes by chewing regular gum and sucking

on Blow Pops, the kind with bubble gum in the center. They worked wonders because the

candy shell lasted for a long time and the white stick jutting out of my mouth simulated a

cigarette. It seemed like an innocent rite, but in no time I was eating twenty daily. At Dr. Winters’

request, I found out they were fifty calories each. That meant I was consuming a thousand

extra calories a day, he said, solving the mystery of why I’d gained twenty-three pounds so

quickly the last time. It wasn’t metabolic changes, it was the sugar I kept shoving into my

mouth.In anticipation of my new stop-smoking attempt, Aaron had stocked up on Blow Pops.

He’d hidden them all over his den, shelves, and briefcase so that, like he did before, he could

hand me one whenever I was edgy and I’d be quiet. I thought I could handle a few Blow Pops a

day. Dr. Winters thought otherwise. I was still on the twenty-one-milligram patch, the highest

dose available, slowly weaning myself off nicotine, yet he’d insisted I quit the Blow Pops cold

turkey.“I miss my lollipops.” I started sniffling and laughing at the same time. “When Aaron gives

me one I feel like he’s my mom, sticking a pacifier in my mouth to shut me up.”“Did she do

that?”“Picture having four little kids in six and a half years, no help, a workaholic husband. He’s

a smoker, she’s an overfeeder. Whenever I was upset, they’d just stick something in my mouth

—a bottle, pacifier, food, anything to mollify me.” It occurred to me that my favorite doctors also

used to give me lollipops. Except this withholding son-of-a-bitch doctor, who was taking them

away. “Aaron’s trying to sabotage me and make me fat.”“He is not,” Dr. Winters said. “He just

hates to see you hurting.”The way he said it made me love Aaron again. Poor guy, working so

hard while having to put up with my recent mood swings, misplaced rage, and overwhelming

sadness.“I’m barely functioning,” I said. “My editor at the Times Book Review e-mailed to ask if

I would review a new Holocaust memoir. Usually I’d be thrilled. Today I just started bawling. I’m

not sure why. What if I can’t concentrate enough to get it done?”“Is that why you were

upset?”“No. I can’t bear to read any more books about the Holocaust, I want my own book to

get published, and after fifteen years he’s still assigning me three hundred words for a hundred

dollars.”“Why don’t you say no?”Was he nuts? “Of course I’m going to say yes. I could never

say no to The New York Times.”“This time say no,” Dr. Winters said. I’d mistaken his inflection. It

wasn’t a question, it was an order. “Stop freelancing.”“You’re not serious?” By the stern

expression on his face, I could see that he was. “Why? I’ve been freelancing for twenty

years.”“How many pieces have you written for them?” he asked.“I’ve had more than a hundred

bylines in the Times,” I answered quickly; I’d counted. “Starting in 1985, I’ve been published in

four different sections of the paper—the Book Review, the City Section, the op-ed page, and

the Sunday magazine.”He didn’t look the least bit impressed. “Stop chasing bylines you already



have. It’s too much stress,” he said. “You mentioned that Aaron is working on two TV shows.

Can’t you live without the money you make freelancing?”Aaron’s TV work paid ten times my

salary. He was so glad I was quitting cigarettes, he had offered to pay for my addiction therapy.

I nodded yes to Dr. Winters, then had second thoughts. Producing a steady stream of bylines

for prestigious publications was like keeping a gold star glued to my forehead. I prided myself

on getting seven pieces a week in print. Was that another addiction I had to quit? No

cigarettes, no lollipops, no hot new clips in the paper that everyone would read. I was used to

the recognition and praise. Who would I be without it?“I should quit teaching too,” I said. After

ten years of leading classes three nights a week, I looked forward to a well-earned break. My

life would be so much mellower without a hundred needy students in my face, calling and e-

mailing and begging me to edit their endless rewrites.
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Robert Markowitz, “Susan Shapiro is funny. Some of that humor is derived from a .... Susan

Shapiro is funny. Some of that humor is derived from a keen perception, and some of it from a

prickly honesty that doesn't flinch from showing her darker side. But it's the relationships in this

book that make it great, Shapiro and her friends, her husband, and foremost her psychologist,

"the James Bond" of addiction specialists. At one point in the book, he calls her "a woman of

substance" and tells her future husband that he'd "never do better." At another point Shapiro's

therapist accuses her of having "a chronic anxiety level connected to a hyperactive mind that's

plugged into a very analytic level of consciousness." In fact, that's the engine that fires her

quest to rid herself of smoking, toking, drinking, overeating. But counterpoint to her staccato

mind, Shapiro also demonstrates an innocence. She's curious about everyone, including her

shrink, spending half the sessions plumbing his mysteries. There's a childlike wonder in her

outlook, reminiscent of Lucinda Williams when she asks: Is it much to demand / I want a full

house and a rock and roll band? Like Williams, all Shapiro wants is passionate kisses from her

hubby, and to make it as an artist -- both of which she obtains by the end of the book. In

Shapiro's case, the art is memoir. She is unabashed about everything she is: ambitious,

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/PjbWP/Lighting-Up-Susan-Shapiro


obsessive, generous, celebratory. And like Shapiro, you'll come away from this book embracing

your own strengths and flaws, maybe even healing your own addictions.”

Gigi Blanchard, “Susan Shapiro is absolutely one of the top influential writers of the

millennium!. "Lead the least secretive life you can," the author's addiction therapist writes.

Personally, I'm someone who avoids therapy so this book was especially helpful for me to

realize patterns in my own addictive behaviors. Susan is a journalist and writes her memoirs

with a reporter's stealth, examining everything from feelings, outside influences to dreams. Her

naked honesty makes this a page turner and I found myself wanting more. (So of course, I

ordered more of her work). It's truly admirable how bravely she reveals her vulnerability. In real

life, the author is somewhat of a mythical character for aspiring writers who swarm her classes

and workshops in hopes that through osmosis they can get published. The truth is, most

people who study under her and take what she says seriously actually DO get published.

Susan Shapiro is absolutely one of the top influential writers in New York City!”

Estelle Erasmus, “a real addictive read. Lighting Up is a great, can't put it down read. I

devoured the story of writer and teacher Susan Shapiro, who found a shrink that served up a

recipe for success. There was just one caveat: in order to find professional success (the shrink

had already fixed her love life and got her husband to propose), she had to give up almost

everything that made her feel good but was so bad for her. Shapiro takes you with her every

painful (and funny) step of the way as she fights her addiction to pot, cigarettes, drinking, sugar

and finds herself again when all else has been stripped bare.”

The Inveterate Reader, “Read it up!. A fun, insightful, and challenging memoir by a New York

writer who worked with a therapist to quit smoking. Along with quitting smoking, her therapist,

Dr. Winters, helped her kick all self-medication and urged her to "sit with" and experience her

emotions and feelings. It is a very interesting look at addiction recovery outside of the 12step

paradigm.  Highly recommended!”

Tarah Wrenn, “Excellent book, as interestingly insightful regarding therapist/patient

relationships as .... Excellent book, as interestingly insightful regarding therapist/patient

relationships as the process of quitting smoking. Great book and I recommend it!”

Elizabeth, “A wonderful tool.. This book was an essential component in helping me quit over 10

years ago. The author is hilarious - it is very NY-ey. A wonderful tool.”

txpacotaco, “Five Stars For Showing Life Goes On After Quitting Everything You Love Except

Sex. Not only was this book enjoyable and relatable -- it actually provided new food for thought.

I believe I learned a lot that will help me overcome my own addictions (in fact, I just ordered a

copy of "Unhooked", as well). It presents an honest, realistic, hugely entertaining and

reassuring look at what it's like to change your habits - drastically and without replacing them

with something else - and still manage to keep on living (and succeeding).”

The book by Robin Rose Bennett has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 99 people have provided

feedback.
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